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February Is Black History Month
A Time For Reflection
Editor's Note: Donald Tevvell
was a student at William Mitchell
College of Law. His article was
originally printed in the February
1986 issue of the Opinion. The
article reappears this month in
honor of Black History Month.
by Donald Terrell
The month of February is recognized
throughout America as Black History
Month. As is true with most honorary days
or months, its purpose - is simply to call
attention to a particular theme-to encourage people to think about a particular
person or event, and what it means to them
as they go about their daily lives. For me,
Black History Month is a time for serious
reflection on the experience, contributions
and accomplishments of Black poeple in the
development of this country.
One might ask, "Why Black History
Month?" It exists because there is a tendency
to underestimate, if not ignore, the impor-

tance of Black history, particularly when
compared to more immediate events in our
lives. Sometimes it is difficult to see the
relevance of historical events to what is
happening today.
At a minimum, we stand a better chance
of avoiding some of the mistakes experienced in the past, while we also, hopefully,
gather strength by recognizing the accomplishments of our Black forebearers and
contemporaries. This is particularly important for Blacks, since we have long been
taught that Blacks have no history in this
country.
When I was a kid, if I had been asked
to name some of the important figures in
American history, the names most likely to
pop up would be Sir Walter Raleigh, rather
than Estaban Dorantes (a Black slave who
landed near Tampa, Florida with a party
of 800 Spanish explorers in the' 1500's), or
George Washington, rather than Cris pus
Attucks (a Black man who was the first to
die in the Revolutionary War).
Unfortunately, our schools never mentioned people like Matthew Henson, a Black
member of Commander Peary's North Pole
expedition and the first man to reach the

Pole; or Dr. Daniel Hale Williams, a Black
surgeon who performed the world's first
successful heart operation; or Benjamin
Banneker, who designed and built the first
striking clock (which was also the first clock
made entirely in America).
In effect there was an unwritten, nonverbalized "understanding" that Blacks did
not, could not, and were never expected to
contribute to American society_ We were
"excused" from the duty to participate
because we were Black. The absence of
Blacks in our history lessons supported the
assumption that Blacks "don't count" when
we consider America's heroes.
Somehow we were considered less worthy
of citizenship than whites. Needless to say,
all of this took its toll on many Blacks in
terms of lowered self-esteem. There was, to
be sure, widespread adoption and internalization of these assumptions among children
and adults.
As despicable and ugly as the institution
of slavery was, the most damaging thing
about it was is legacy. Slaves, and later Black
citizens, generally were considered less than
human, second-class citizens, s.eparate and
unequal. By the time slavery officially

WMCL Student I itiate ate ·de
Ethics Essay Competition
by Tony Schertler
During the week of February 5, every law
student in the state of Minnesota received
a letter from the Minnesota State Bar
Association inviting them to enter the
Professional Ethics Essay Competition. The
winner will receive a cash prize of $500 and
the winning article will be offered for
publication in the Bench & Bar. Some
readers may wonder why just another
writing competition should be so newsworthy. The fact is that the genesis of this
particular writing competition began right
here at William Mitchell. Bob McLeod, a
second year student in the night program,
wanted to get law students to consider
ethical issues within the legal profession.
McLeod thinks that a conversation with
Professor Eric Janus triggered the idea. "We
were talking about how its too bad there
are so many jokes about unscrupulous
lawyers when Professor Janus pointed out
that perhaps we (lawyers) let it happen."
McLeod believes that we can control the
negative perception by keeping our own
house in ordd One place to begin is
recognizing the problem ·lawyers may
encounter. For Bob McLeod, a writing
competition inviting students to address
ethical issues in depth was a good place to

start.
On the advice of a faculty member,
McLeod sought the help of the Student
Ethics Committee. At a meeting in the fall
of 1989 the committee enthusiastically
supported the plan. The original idea for
a nationwide competition was scaled back
to a manageable - statewide competition.
Among those attending the meeting was
Professor Paul Marino. McLeod said that
Professor Marino's participation in the
project was and continues to be pivotaL
"He wrote a letter to the Minnesota State
Bar Association inviting them to sponsor
the idea," said McLeod. Professor Marine
then attended a meeting of the MSBA where
they voted to contribute $500 for prize
money. Professor Marino also gathered
together a panel of judges to determine the
best essays. There will be one judge from
each law school in the state, one from the
Minnesota State Bar Association and one
from West Publishing.
West Publishing was invited to sponsor
the competition by McLeod, who wrote
them a letter with the assistance of Student
Ethics Committee member Doug Shimonek. West is contributing $500 as well
as offering to bind the winning entries in
a library volume that each law school will

have at their disposal_ The volume will be
supplemented by each years winning essays_
There will be three winnin'g essays, $500 for
first place and $250 for two second place
entries. McLeod is hoping to get some
members of the bench to write an introduction for each years winners.
McLeod said, "Depending on the success
of the competition, West would like to
circulate this volume, or a description of
it, to other areas of the country to demonstrate that some law students in Minnesota are propelling ethics back into the
forefront of law.
The awards for best essays will be
presented at the summer meeting in Duluth
of the Minnesota State Bar Association. The
Student Bar Association has contributed
funds through the Student Ethics Committee to advertise the competition at all three
law schools. Students that are interested in
participating should contact Professor Paul
Marino.
McLeod believes that the real story here
is that a William Mitchell student has the
opportunity to realize his ideas. The school
and faculty are willing to work with
students, the important thing is to care and
get involved. In order to get things done,
students have to take the initiative.

Perhaps, Could The Same
Thing Happen Again?
by Da.niel F. Jambor
The issue of racism has been rampant at
William Mitchell this year. We need more
minorities in the practice of law but this
should not be accomplished by either the
lowering of law school standards or the bar
itself. The situation is not as bad as the press,
MMLA and Prof. Haines made it appear.
Racism is a problem through all of society
and not one centered upon Summit Avenue

and William Mitchell College of Law.
Andrew Haines has been involved with
litigation against the college since I 981.
According to a faculty response to the
MMLA press release, Professor Haines had
discrimination actions in both 1981 and
1986 against the college and two other suits
against colleagues-. "The court is currently
considering whether to sanction Professor
Haines for filing frivolous claims against
Professor Hamilton and another Profes-

ended, the American psyche was poisoned
by a pervasive, nearly intractable set of
social mores which assumed that Blacks are
inherently inferior. The Civil War Amenclement of the U. S. Constitution, federal
and state legislation, and common law
judicial decisions have certainly been
effective against the more obvious institutionalized vestiges of injustice. But racism
is more ingrained and more tenacious than
most Americans like to admit.
During the turbulent '50's and '60's,
Americans were shocked into recognizing
the existence of a Black Revolution, a
revolution that was more than a struggle
for the rights of Blacks. It was a revolution
that forced America to face its interrelated
flaws-racism, poverty and militarism. It
was a revolution that saw people slowly
becoming aware of the vast contributions
Blacks had made from the moment they
arrived on this continent. The Big Lie was
exposed.
So why Black History Month? Because
it is a celebration and continuing recognition
by all Americans of the important contributions of Blacks to the rich tapestry that
is America.

Who Is
Lou Gripe?
by Lou Gripe
That's right, you can tell all your friends
you heard it through the Gripe Vine_
Basically I'm here to gripe, period. If you
have any gripes address them to me, leave
them in the Opinion mailbox and I'll look
into them for you and of course give you
my candid response. If you don't have any•
gripes or can't think of any, well...you don't
belong in law school! This brings me to my
first gripe.
SECTION 2 RULES
I have never seen a more apathetic student
body in my life! That's right you spineless
bunch of quiche eating wimps. I've come
to the conculusion that Section 2 students
(any class) are the only ones who know how
to party, get involved in the issues surrounding the school, and participate in the day
to day activities that the school provides
(this includes all the student organizations).
Granted there are a few exceptions to the
general rule, but let's face it Section 2 knows
how to rock! It may not be so bad to be
apathetic towards the Vikings, but for crying
out loud are you men or omeba! Oh yeah,
Pooh-Pooh to the rest of you apathetic
losers. Get a life!

sor." All claims were dismissed.
There is credibility given to Professor
Haines' claim of discrimination by the
evidence of his lower salary and of course
the recent settlement which favors Haines.
Minority students spoken with don't feel
that the racism is purposefui. Instead its felt
that the school has been insensitive and

MISSION STATEMENT
What the hell ever happened to the big
ordeal about the mission statement? How
hard can it be to sit you poeple down and
come up with the mission of the schooL
Folks, if you don't have any idea what a
mission statement is let me help. It's an
entity's statement of what its overall values
are and what its overall purpose is. Thats
it! lt doesn't include any strategic, long or
short range plans, just the purpose and the
values. I really don't believe I'm asking a
rhetorical question when I ask the law

(Continued on Page 6)
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And for good reasons ...

7. Tuition Freeze -A $50.00 course

1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includes some of the top
law professors in the country, such as
Charles H. Whitebread, David
Epstein, ~d John Nowak.

deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the
use of a set of MBR/BRI outlines,
which can then be traded in for the
most current set when you take the
review course.

2. Comprehensive Outlines Every area tested on the bar exam is
covered completely, in a concise and
understandable format.

8. Selected Law Lectures Throughout the year, MBR/BRI
offers videotaped presentations _to
help you prepare for final exams.
Admission is free to all .students.

3. Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams are
graded and extensively critiqued for
both substance and style.
4. Mini-Review Program -The
three day Mini-Review program is
held at the end of the regular course.
It includes capsulized multistate
outlines and additional lectures on
each multistate subject for last
minute reinforcement.
5. Day or Evening Classes During our summer course you have
the option of attending live evening
or videotaped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient.

9. $25.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course -· All MBR/BRI students

receive a $25.00 discount when
signing up for our Professional
Responsibility Review Course.
10. Minneapolis Based Office Our Minneapolis headquarters is
open every business day to serve
you. With MBR/BRI, you will get
answers, not recordings.
6. Excellent Facilities and
Convenient Location - The 1990
MBR/BRI course will again be held
at the College of St. Thomas,
O'Shaughnessy Educational Center,
the same location we have had for
the past 17 years.

Now you know why, year after year,
Minnesota Bar Review /BRI, Inc. is
the number one choice for bar exam
preparation.

For more information, contact your ·
campus representatives or call our office at 338-1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL REPRESENTATIVES
Laura Ferguson
Nina Goldetsky
Matt Hanzel

Susan Prohofsky
Tony Schertler
Linda Stinson

Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI, Inc.

MBR/BRI ... the leader in bar review.
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The ''C-'' Word:
Cabrera
The Economic Reality
Of Conservatism
by Ryan Langsev
At first, nothing really bothered me about
the mud-slinging during the 1988 presidential campaign. The Willie Horton story
added to fears that Michael Dukakis was
soft on crime. Yet Ronald Reagan, acting
as California governor, initiated a similar
parole program. Boston Harbor presented
a dismal picture for environmentalists.
However, the pollution was primarily the
result of an earlier insensitive Republican
state administration. George Bush espoused
morality and patriotism but Duke forgot
to wrap himself in the Flag. The Moral
Majority's distribution of "garbage propaganda" barley ruffled my feathers.· The
political pundits and media were more
appalled by the name-calling and sleazy
tactics than I was. But then Bush began his
crusade against the "L" word.
George Bush not only used the word
"liberal" to his political advantage, he
managed to make it an 'economic dirty
word'. "Tax and spend liberals" would not
be permitted to ruin the "Great Expansion".
Liberals were told by Bush to "Read my
lips ... No New Taxes." Dukakis initially
balked at declaring whether or not he was
"one of those liberals". Liberalism was
assumed to be unsound economically. In
light of the insipid refutations of liberalism,
one begins to ponder the most irresponsible
word of all...the "C" word. Hindsight
illuminates a missed opportunity to explain
to the American public the inherent economic failures of conservatism.
In the late 1970s, conservatives, led by
monetarist Milton Friedman, advocated
control of the money supply to stimulate
the national economy. Instead of implementing a responsible Keynesian 'tax-spend'
fiscal policy, the conservatives wished to
increase revenues by cutting taxes to
promote growth. From this expanded tax
base, taxes could be collected which would
more than recoup those lost by reduced
marginal rates. In addition, cutting corporate tax rates and increasing capital gains
tax preferences would allow windfalls or a
"trickle-down" effect to benefit the average
American. These policies (a.k.a Reaganomics) may have spurred economic recovery
during the "double inflationary" years.
Nevertheless, as George Bush so aptly
pointed out during his 1980 presidential bid,
Reaganomics is more synonymous with
"voo-doo economics" than with sound fiscal
policy.
By 1983, the United States, the world's
largest creditor nation, had become the
world's largest debtor nation. This transformation occurred in just a few short years.
Democratic presidential candidate Walter
Mondale warned us that we must raise taxes
to curb the growing mountain of debt. By
this time, a larger portion of the nation's
annual budget was earmarked just to payoff the interest payments on the immense
national debt. The American populace
responded by re-electing Ronald Reagan in
a landslide.

Yet the world's largest debtor nation has
suffered from more problems related to
conservative policies. The practice of assetvaluation financing fueled the farm depression by over-speculation of the price of
farmland. Banking deregulation encouraged
risky portfolio investments resulting in a
multi-billion dollar collapse in the savingsand-loan industry. In addition, the stock
market crash of '87 appears not to have been
a one-time fluke but a more potential
reoccurring phenomena. Finally, profitmotivated leverage buyouts (LBOs) epitom~
ize the folly of conservative economics.
In a LBO, small companies can takeover
large corporations by assuming unsecured
Name (first, middle, last): Richard Anthony
junk-bond financing with as little as 5%
Cabrera.
secured equity. Often this requires an
Position w/ the WMCL (classes taught):
immediate partial liquidation of the
Assistant Dean of Students.
acquired assets to pay-off the huge interest
Work outside WMCL: Doing pro bono &
payments on this debt. (Sound familiar?)
low income legal service.
Short-term gain indicates laying-off longCivic Organizations: Chico nos-Latinos
time, dedicated employees. Even the Federal
Unidos en Setvicio (CLUES).
Reserve has recognzied the implications
Birthday: 4-7-41.
created by LBOs. The Fed has encouraged
Birthplace: Los Angeles.
greater equity financing along with a
Current Home (City): Shoreview.
restructuring of the Federal Income Tax
Family:
Code with regard to debt financing.
Spouse's name and occupation: Bobbi,
Today, the magnitude of the national debt
Musician & Medical Transcriber.
is beginning to surface. Due to the GrammChildren: Kim, 25, Forestry student at
Rudman bill, across-the-board cuts have
Humboldt State U. (CA); Nik, 20, employed
been implemented in all federal budget
in L.A. area; Damien, 13, Chippewa Junio_r
departments. The battle between Congress
High; Kathryn, 6, St. Odilia School.
and the White House over funding for the
Schooling: Fullerton College, California
nation's drug war exemplifies how economState University at Fullerton (BA), Univerically constrained we really are. Communistsity of Minnesota (JD).
bloc countries fighting for democracy
First Job: Factory laborer.
receive only words of encouragement from
Major Accomplishments: Graduation from
the United States when economic aid is vital
college and law school - first in my family.
to foster reform. Economists hope that an
Goals in life: To go as far as I can as a
eventual economic slow-down will result in
member of the bar; to serve my community
a "soft-landing" rather than a downspiralwell; to be published.
ling recession. In the meantime, the national
Personal heroes: Martin Luther King, Jr.;
debt continues to grow.
Emiliano Zapata; Ernest Hemingway.
Conservative economic policies are
Working on: My writing.
allowing America to experience its longest
Every New Year's I Resolve to: Take better
continuous economic "exp_msio.n ": (P-rlof-tE> ·· care ci(my health, ~xercise more.
this, America's longest economic period· of
I want to teach my children: The value of
growth had been orchestrated by the liberal
education, of service, and of personal
Johnson administration in the late 1960s.)
flexibility.
At the same time, minimum-wage buying
power, adjusted for inflation, is at its lowest
point in four decades. Both husband and
wife need to work in order to maintain the
lifestyle enjoyed by a single wage-earner
family of twenty years ago. This observation
becomes even more pertinent in relation to
the growth of single-parent families in
America. During the "expansion", Japan
has become the financial world leader. In
addition, Europe threatens to become the
twenty-first century financial power under
the auspices of the 1992 European Economic
Community.
by Eric Douglas Larson
The definition of conservative is to resist
change. I don't think we should continue
I. PERSONAL STORIES OF RACISM
to follow conservative economic policies.
My brother and I were born and raised
America needs to adapt to a changing
in Montana. We never lived anywhere else
domestic and global market. Conservatism
until WI} both graduated from high school.
is not the way anymore. Make a change.
My whole family are Montana natives. My
Vote liberal. It's economic sound advice.
great grandfathers and grandmothers
homesteaded in this beautiful state. And yet
eyen in isolated and idyllic Montana, I have
two stories of my family's experience with
racism that I would like to share with you.
Back in 1970, I was 7 years old, my
brother, David, was 6. The time period I
want to relate to you is when David was
in first grade. This is the time you discover
new kids other than those that share the
particular block you live on. As a result,
relationships give meaning to the long hours
David was occasionally bringing his new
of work I have done. An old German
friends from school home to play after
apothegm avers, "work is love made visible."
school. He always asked permission first so
Love is why we find resources and time away
that arrangements could be made with the
from other endeavors to help someone.
other kid's parents and to insure that other
Sometimes the needed help involves confamily plans had not been made by my
fronting bureaucracies or challenging
mother. One particular day, David asked
prejudice in an organized manner, and thus
Mom if his friend John could come over
the private help becomes public service, but
after school and play sometime. Mom said
the bottom line of all this help is love.
yes. The day that John came over to play
The person needing your help might smell
my mother was surprised to see that John
bad. The person might ·have ill-fitting
was black. David had never mentioned this.
clothes and offensive mannerisms. The
David and John had a good time. But after
person might hit you or she might withdraw
John went home, David had a question.
into a comer when you meet her. The person
"Mom? Why are the other kids so mean
might have run afoul of the law. The person
to John?" "What do you mean?" asked my
might live in a 5' x 7' concrete room at an
mother. "Well, after school, the other kids
institutional facility, under a bridge somechase
John from school to his home."
where, or in a house where his mom and
My other story occurred around the same
dad toss broken beer bottles at each other.
time and concerns my Great Aunt Trivia.
She lived in Ethridge, Montana a small little
(Continued on Page 6)

The Good Life Is InPublic Service Work
by Liz
student

Carlson,

second-year

I am writing to encourage you to take
appropriate action now with regard to your
professional responsibility for pro bono and
other public interest services.
Are you still with me? Good. It can be
hard to find time for other people, so I
appreciate your interest thus far.
Whether you work at Faegre and Benson,
West Publishing, or the Legal Aid Society,
you must decide for yom:self what action
is appropriate for you to take. I can share
my experiences and there are many excellent
resources available on campus and elsewhere that you might consider in making
your decision to fulfill your public service
obligation, but ultimately the choice is
yours.
Public service is really an individual,
private service. In my experience, intimate

-

"Up Close"

A really great evening for me is: Time to
be creative in some way, time with family,
then time to wind down.
The one thing I can't stand is: Bigots and
people who are not receptive to change.
People who knew me in high school thought
I was: Quiet.
I'd give anything to meet: Thomas Aquinas
and Shakespeare.
My friends like me because: I'm honest with
them.
Nobody would believe it if they saw me:
Snowmobile riding, cutting wood,
gardening.
The best time of my life: Family vacations.
Favorite childhood memory: Riding trolleys
by myself at 6.
My most humbling experience: The bar
exam.
My most irrational act: Filling out this form.
My most irrational fear: None that 111 admit
to.
I've never been able to: Skate.
I'm better than anyone else when it comes
to: Self-criticism.
If I'm learning one thing it is: To control
my impulses.
Book(s) I've been recommending lately:
"Glory".
Favorite performers: Gladys Knight, Tina
Turner.
Idea of paradise: Sunset on a beach in Kaua.
Three words that best describe me: Integrity,
responsibility, fairness.

Eric Douglas
Larson ~

Thoughts on Racism
farm community, population about IO to
15. She had recently traveled to Africa and
visited the Congos and South Africa and
some other colonies and countries of Africa.
At some family gather in Montana, she was
talking to my mother, grandmother, and
some others and commented that from what
she witnessed it is a good thing. that the
African states are colonies, because they
would never be able to function without the
European's running everything for them.
The blacks in those African state_s, according
to my Great Aunt, were not intelligent
enough, nor mentally equipped for self
governance. She added that the blacks in
the United States were not so handicapped
because of racial mixing. In other words,
white blood and genes mixing with black
made for a more reational and intelligent
black population in the United States.
I often think of these two family stories.
I am struck at how at the early age of 6
children learned and practiced bigotry. And
I am angry and sad that a young boy of
6 was the victim. I do not know about the
rest of you, but for me those early years
in school were very important years for
establishing a sense of self worth and
confidence. I am also struck that a member
·of !!!Y. family, despite my family's broad
mindedness and liberal thinking, still had
racist concepts. Sure, I am two generations
down from my Aunt Trivia, but she was
a product of her family and her family is
my family.
Mostly, I am aware that I am a product
of the environment described above. I have
been influenced in ways I am sure I still

(Continued on Page 5)
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Expectations of Dean Hogg
The WMCL community should carefully evaluate James F. Hogg
as President and Dean of William Mitchell College of Law. In light of
poorly handled recent controversies surrounding Professors Haines and
Mary Dean, and the inability for anyone to bridge the gaps between warring
memo-writing factions of faculty, students ought to be concerned about
the hostile environment that has evolved.
The central question in our analysis is what should we, as students,
be expecting from our leader, James F. Hogg? Harlan Cleveland, former
member of the Kennedy administration and former dean of the University
of Minnesota's Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, suggested what we,
the people, should be looking for in our leaders. In a September 27, 1987
Star Tribune article, Cleveland suggested we should keep asking ourselves
the following three questions: First, does the leader seem to have developed,
personally, a coherent view of what (WMCL) is trying to do and why?
Second, does the leader have the inclination and the capacity to consult,
in a spirit of cooperation and mutual respect, the leaders of allies and
adversaries alike? Finally, does the leader clearly believe that the best days,
for (William Mitchell College of Law) are still in our future?
The WMCL community has President/ Dean Hogg to thank for
generating a sizeable chunk of the money used to finance the much-needed
Warren Burger library. Unfortunately, leadership ability and fundraising
ability are not the same thing. The President/ Dean is responsible for the
way the recent Haines and Dean affairs were handled and the way the
faculty is handled. He is generally responsible for the smooth operation
of the school as a whole. In that capacity the President/ Dean seems to
have faltered, and in the meantime helped foster a racist image for our
school.
In reference to the three questions suggested by Harlan Cleveland,
it is questionable, at this point, whether President/ Dean Hogg has a coherent
view on what WMCL is trying to do and why. It is especially questionable
whether President/ Dean Hogg has the inclination and the capacity to
consult, in a spirit of cooperation and mutual respect, the leaders of
adversaries and allies alike? And it is questionable whether President/ Dean
Hogg clearly believes the best days for William Mitchell are still in our
future.
President/ Dean Hogg's contract with WMCL expires at the conclusion
of this school year. I strongly urge the community to take a hard look
and evaluate him. And then, just for a change in lifestyle, do something
about your position by voicing your approval or disapproval to the Board
of Trustees. Attempting to answer the three questions that Cleveland
suggests is an excellent place to start your evaluation.
R. M. Christensen, Editor
Ode to Apathy (With sincerest apologies to John Keats)
My pocket aches, and a lousy dumbness pains
My senses, as though of Magen David I had drunk,
Or been told of no new Wallstreet gains
1O minutes past seven, and office-wards I slunk:
Tis not for greed at what my neighbor's got,
But never being too monied in my moniedness,That you, black Mammon beseeching bended knees,
To some senseless plot
Of minted green, and pennies numberless,
Bellow of class in full-throated disease.
Oh for the drink of intelligence, that has been
Considered long in Aristole's grey-celled girth,
Tasting of form, and souls unseen,
Nature, and Poetic song, and sacred earth!
Oh for a beaker from that learned house,
Full of truth, and what great thought do glean,
Of right sound reason breaking at its brim,
For my thoughtless mouth;
But I shan't drink, and leave the world pristine,
And allow my white Porsche's paint job to grow dim.
Writer's name withheld by request.
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The Top 10 Things
Overheard At The
WMCL Library
by Louise Bruce
IO. Okay, so I go in on the 2nd floor to
get up to the 3rd floor, right? ... Or is
it in on the 3rd floor to get down to
the 2nd??
9. Oh no, that isn't a foreign language,
it's just an old case - that's the way
they used to write!
8. Can't these overdue fines be considered part of my tuition?
7. Do you know where they keep the
"Legalines" for all these Law Review
books?
6. Well, we've been studying for 50
minutes now, it must be time for a
IO minute break, or maybe dinner?
5. What do you mean there's only 2
study rooms to sign out - there are
2,000 of us, aren't there?
4. No, I don't know what tripped the
buzzer, it must've been my magnetic
personality!
3. Oh, the head librarian's not here?
Well ... she's the one who said I could
do this ... yeah, that's it ...
2. I can't seem to find the free photocopier for students, can you show me
where it is?
l. How come this book can't be taken
out? It's theOIJ.ly one in the whole
library that I need to borrow!

Letters
Sue Nipe Criticized
As an undergraduate, I was a Student
Senator who somehow found myself in the
heated battle of an unusually controversial
and tense year on campus politically as well
as academically. 1 was, upon entrance to
William Mitchell, looking forward to a
refreshingly mundane, low-profile career as
a law student, at least for a couple months
or so. Curiously, I see some startling
parallels between my college and Mitchell,
and I've chosen to jump in once ag·ain!
I have stood by silently while I've settled
into Minnesota and law school while I've
watched such issues as the Haines controversy, alleged student apathy, and the lack
of interest in the Opinion. The aspect I've
been most impressed with is the damaging
effect publicity, one-sidedness, and selfrighteousness has had on all the issues. And
now, to add fuel to the fire, comes this piece
by Sue Nipe in the December 1989 issue
of the Opinion.
I have nothing against adding fuel to the
fire; Lord knows I've done enough of that
in my time! But I've also learned (sometimes
the hard way) the importance of being
constructive with my criticism. What did
Sue hope to accomplish by her article? I
don't know who she was addressing, other
than the ENTIRE Mitchell community. In
the process, she offended me and I know
she offended others. Yes, we do live in a
"racist, sexist, classist, elitist, ageist,
homophobic" society: BUT WITH SOME
QUALIFICATIONS!! Not everyone is all
of those things. There are probably some
people who aren't any of those things at
all. 1 can't know for sure; I don't know every
single person on earth, or even in the
Mitchell community. I do know myself and
a few others, however. I try not to be any
"ist." Most of the time I think 'I succeed,
and l know others who do succeed. I didn't
grow up in rural South Dakota, as Sue did;
I grew up in Chicago. My friends (as
opposed to charity cases) were Black,
Jewish, Japanese-American, Filipino, and
yes, excuse me, some fellow whites. I have
experienced diversity and its value first hand
and while I am white, I have been part of
minorities. I was a "city girl" at a college
in rural Iowa; I am a Chicagoan in
Minnesota, I am a female in the legal
profession, I am a twin, and I am Catholic.
I have and will be discriminated against for
all of these things. But not at William
Mitchell; the community, to me at least, has
been very receptive. Sue says the education
she has received from Mitchell is bad
because she is being taught how not to treat
people. I have been taught that very lesson
from experience and observation, and it is
probably the most valuable education I have
ever received. By seeing people be treated
badly, I'm more aware of how I should treat
people. I'm not perfect, but I try to be openminded and courteous. I try to treat others,
quite simply, in the same way I'd like to
be treated. Well, I don't \ike the condescending, judgmental way Sue treated me or
William Mitchell in her article.
Yes, Mitchell has its problems; it is not
immune to this "racist, sexist, classist, elitist,
ageist, homophobic" society we live in. But
every problem has two sides; Sue failed to
point this out. I have seen individuals work
toward improvements where Sue apparently
has not. I disagree when Sue says Mitchell
is "truly a dysfunctional institution." I've
watched my professors (the same ones Sue
has) be role models and show their students
how law can work for people. I've seen my
fellow students teach while being taught and
they have stood up for the rights of others.
There are leaders at Mitchell. A leader is
anyone who stops to listen, anyone who says
hi to someone, anyone who is willing to learn
from others. A good leader is someone who
has a set of principles and then adheres to
them in order to accomplish a goal constructively. Sue claims Mitchell is racist,
sexist, ageist, classist, elitist, and homphobic
and that what's happening at Mitchell is
"insane." Yet in doing so she groups the
entire Mitchell communtiy into one huge,
hopeless mass. This isn't being the leader
Sue so desperately wants to see at our
school. This is just as discriminatory as those
she condemns; for prejudice in it simplest

form is being too quick to overgeneralize.
Perhaps before Sue starts "expecting too
much" from others, Sue should ask what
she is expecting from herself. That's where
leadership begins.
Prejudice must be overcome by each and
everyone of us, individually. We can learn
so much from people if we only let ourselves.
There is no such thing as "bad" education,
as Sue asserts. Life teaches us things we
don't want to learn. The important thing
is what we do with this education; we can
work constructively toward a solution to our
problems, or we can blindly lash out and
place blame. Sue was so quick to point the
finger, and that won't solve any problem
we have here. Everyone associated with
William Mitchell must have once had faith
in our institution; let's not lose sight of
that faith now. Improving the situation at
William Mitchell is the important goal. A
little common courtesy, respect, openmindedness, and cooperation is the best
weapon against any "ism" that comes along.
Sue's Mitchell bashing simply stirred many
hard feelings and as a result was counterproductive and damaging. I believe the
members of the William Mitchell community care enough and are capable of correcting
our shortcomings. I hope Sue agrees with
this sentiment more than her article
indicated.
Sincerely,
Catherine Klimek

SBA Proposal
At the recent SBA meeting, February IO,
1990, a proposal was brought by several
minority students and Sue Nipe. This
proposal would set up two voting chairs on
the SBA just for minority students. The
purpose is to make sure that minority views
are represented. The SBA added this to the
Bylaws of the Student Bar Association
rather than the SBA Constitution. Adding
the proposals to the constitution would
require a vote by the full student body where
an addition to the Bylaws merely requires
a vote by the SBA. It passed unanimously.
While I agree with the goal, a greater
recognition of minority view, I disagree with
the means that the SBA has adopted.
If the purpose is to have minority views
represented then these seats are not necessary. To have one's view represented at an
SBA meeting a student must merely enter
the room. I did it and so did the minority
students. If that isn't possible then what of
our section representatives? If a student has
a concern, minority or other, then they
should express that to their representative.
Our SBA representatives do represent our
sections concerns, don't they? This motion
passed. Why couldn't they do this with other
concerns?
This proposal leaves itself open for
continuing controversy. If two black
students are voted into these chairs then any
other minority can say they don't have
adequate representation. The current
definition of a minority in the proposal is
"non-white" and knowingly excludes Semites. What if Semites, gays or lesbians desire
adequate representation? The SBA said that
they will handle those groups if and when
they confront the SBA. The purpose of the
SBA voting chairs is to be representative
of the whole. If the SBA wasn't fearful of
being called racist I don't feel that this
motion would have passed.
People at this school are afraid to speak
out on controversial issues for fear of being
labeled a racist. At the SBA meeting one
member had the nerve to state the concerns
of my last paragraph and a black student
promptly interrupted and insinuated that
this SBA representative was racist. I too will
probably be called racist but let's stick to
the issues rather than the emotion. I agree
with the goals but I have some serious
concerns with the reasonableness and
effectiveness of this SBA proposal.
Sincerely,
Daniel F. Jambor
1st Year Student

Glad Opinion is Back
Welcome back. It was good to see an
issue, albeit a thin one, appear after a long
hiatus. The first issue was a good effort.
I particularly like Sue Nipe's article. Keep
up the good work.
Good luck.
Doug Heidenreich

SBA Column
At the February 14, 1990, Board of
Trustees meeting, a question was raised on
how faculty, staff, students and alumni may
communicate with the Board regarding
renewal of Dean Hogg's appointment, the
Chair of the Board of Trustees stated that
all comments from members of constituent
groups should be mailed to him in envelopes
marked confidential.
His address is: Tom Libera
1796 Richard Circle
W. St. Paul, MN 55118
The following are standards used by the
American Association of Law Schools and
the American Bar Association for decanal
appointments:
AALS Standards
Section 6-6. Law School Governance.
a. A member school shall vest in the
faculty primary responsibility for determining institutional policy.
b. To determine institutional policy, the
law faculty shall be properly constituted
and organized, meet regularly according
to orderly procedure, and maintain a
record of its deliberations.
c. The faculty shall exercise substantial
control over decanal and faculty appointments or changes in faculty status, such
as promotions, tenure designations, and
renewal or termination of term appointments. To enable the faculty to make the
pertinent decision, a member school shall
employ procedures under which:
(i) The faculty (acting as a whole or by
a representative portion determined
by reasonable criteria), assembled in
a meeting of which suitable notice has
been given, makes the initial choice
with respect to faculty appointments
or changes in faculty status for
submission through any intermediate
approving authorities to the final
appointing authority;
(ii) The faculty, individually or collectively, is consulted with respect to
appointment of the dean before
submission of any official recommendation to the final appointing authority, or, when no official recommendation is contemplated, before action
by the final authority; and
(iii) Except in rare cases and for compelling reasons, no decanal or faculty
appointment or change in faculty
status is made over the expressed
opposition of the faculty (acting as
a whole or by a representative portion
determined by reasonable criteria).
ABA Standards:
Standard 403
The major burden of the educational
program and the major responsibility for
faculty participation in the governance of
the law school rests upo·n the full-time
faculty members.
(a) Students shall receive substantially all
of their instruction in the first year of the
full-time curriculum.or the first two years
of the part-time curriculum, and a major
proportion of their total instruction from
full-time faculty members.
(b) The proper use of qualified practicing
lawyers and judges as part-time faculty
members is an appropriate means of
enriching the educational program.
Interpretation I of 403: In the usual course
of events, a prospective appointee as dean
or a person serving as dean who has failed
to acquire or has lost the confidence of the
substantial majority of the faculty should
not be appointed or have his appointment
as dean continued. The appointment of a
law school dean must be in both the spii;:it
and the letter of ABA Standards and
Regulations. June, 1978.
Sandy Glass-Sirany
President, Student Bar Association
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Ann Slander's Guide to Professional Irresponsibility
In light of the sometimes combative
nature endemic to law school, and most
particularly of the present William Mitchell
environment, we feel a source of humor is
desperately needed. In fact, a sense of humor
would be a refreshing change! This column
aspires to cultivate the lost art of laughter
and will be considered completely successful
is we can elicit at least one chuckle per
reader. If you don't chuckle at least once,
do not hesitate for a moment - go straight
out the door and seek therapy. (You must
be sick 'cuz this is funny stuff.) Heard it
in the commons, on the street, in the bar ...
From the Smut Department:
On Valentine's Day, Julie K was rumored
to be conserving her Trix for Joe!. .. Tom
J. continues to mourn the passing of his
youth having reached the ubiquitous·
"thirtysomething" all too soon. Mourners
gathered dressed in black to assuage the grief
stricken widow, H.K. and drown their
sorrows in suds. Gifts for the broken shell
of a man included 2 twelve packs of
Depends, a Fleet enema, Dentucreme,
Preparation H, Ex-Lax, and an arm
gripping self-help article on "Fishing for
·Fitness."...

From the Professor's Look Alike
Department:
... speaking of "thirtysomething," what
WMCL professor most closely resembles
Elliott, the bearded ad man on the aforementioned t.v. series? Hint, this self same
prof. could also earn honorable mention in
a Grizzly Adams contest.
... what other WMCL prof most closely
resembles Mr. Rogers, but would be equally
at home on Sesame Street?
Advice to the Lovelorn, the Forlorn, the
Few the Proud, the Many ...
Dear Ann Slander:
I am a law student at WMCL. It is
February and I still have only one grade
from fall semester. I want to go on some
job interviews and I think my GP A has
improved, but I can't be sure until I get
my new grades. What should I do?
Signed, Left in a Lurch.

Dear Lurch:
What you should do is write a memo!
Memo writing is the only effective form of
communication acceptable in such circumstances. I need not tell you the calamity
which would ensue were you to, God forbid,

try to talk to these professors face to face.
No, if there's one thing of which you can
be sure, in these troubled times, it's that
talking to people with whom you disagree
will never get you anywhere. Here are some
of the advantages I see to memo writing.
- Procrastination. You can justify putting
everything else on the back burner because
it's a universally accepted principle that
memo writing is priority #I and all other
duties can wait. (Like test grading, to name
just one.)
- Socialization. You can get a partner.
You know how your profs all love small
group collaboration? Well imagine their
delight when they see you've been applying
those ridiculous 20 minute breakout sessions
outside the classroom.
- Flexibility. A memo will meet the needs
of a variety of circumstances for example,
when you want to complain about a group
of people; when you want to persuade a
group of people; when you want to attack
a person or persons; when you want to alert
the media; even when you want to mourn
the passing of a colleague.

(Continued on Page 7)

Lou Gripe Continued from Page 1
school if it can tell me its purpose and values.
They say lawyers are detail people, maybe
thats their problem. Maybe they have no
values or no purpose. Again folks, we're
talking about something that takes less than
a paragraph to express. Alright, I'll help.
Usually I would charge a small Phenomenal
Fee for this service but hey, I'm from section
2! Here's my mission statement:
To provide as a non-profit organization
the means to acheive and further a
quality legal education for the William
Mitchell College of Law community.
There, that's it! There's no bickering over
what's possibly being left ·out or excluded
and it contains everything that is of such
'importance as should be included in a
mission statement. If the various factions
of the law school can't come to agreement
on a mission statement I offer this as a
compromise free of charge.
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
The other day I was looking at the
invitation to the dinner/ da11ce that the
school put on and saw that it was an event
for student and alumni(ae),~Do you- see
it? Do you know what an alumnae is? That's
right a woman or a girl who is a former

student of a school, college or university.
Now I realize that this is a latin term and
latin is suppose to be a beautiful language
but, a fortiori, if we always write gender
nuetral or co-gender we 'II have sufficiently
butchered our language that when people
read german they'll think it poetry! It has
become so bad (How bad is it?) that we're
starting to use it-gender. Let me give you
an example: "Salesperson"-! saw this in
Calvin and Hobbes. Now today you can't
call someone salesman or saleswoman it's
salesPERSON. I can only guess that it's
person as opposed to place or animal (like
you see in Pictionary; you know PERSON/
PLACE/ ANIMAL). Can you imagine a
salesANIMAL? Well, besides at a used car
dealer?
THE ARMY OFF CAMPUS!
Whose lame brain idea was this? I'm sure
glad that as a student who directly enjoyed
the privilege of possibly interviewing with
a branch of the services, who certainly
enjoys the financial help that the government gives to me, and who enjoys the many
services that the government provides to this
school (albeit indirectly), I'm glad to know
that we're kicking them out of our midst.

Rumor has it that the SBA voted to kick
them off campus. If those higher order of
thinking PERSONS, who I'm sure are
spineless and eat quiche, would have asked
me what I think I would have told them
that I love my country and think it deserves
the best legal representation which
obviously the SBA doesn't think William
Mitchell has to offer them. Of all the
Jackassed things lo do, when finally there
is an issue that DIRECTLY relates to MY
well being at this school they summarily vote
the services off campus. I'm sure they will
use some sissy argument that the policy of
William Mitchell was being violated. Like
there are no exceptions, no way around the
policy or they couldn't create an exception
or maybe even better yet take some action
to change the damn policy to allow them
to stay on campus. No, they summarily
voted and I had no voice in a matter that
directly relates to an opportunity I once had
at this school. I would like to make a plea
to the Board of Trustees to once again come
in and remedy the situation. Please look at
the example set by the Board of Regents
at the University of Wisconsin. By the by,
pooh-pooh to the SBA.

is no mistake that presently the South is
possibly less ·racist than the North. They
have had to deal with the problem and dealt
with it they have (albeit they still have work
to do). We at William Mitchell should to
some extent be happy for all the controversy
that the Haines suit has caused, because,
if we so choose, we too can use it to create
an institution students, faculty, administration, and the MMLA would be happy to
be a part of and happy to work for. The
first step, I believe is to adopt the highly
rational and, most importantly, possible
effective suggestions proposed by the
Minnesota Minority Lawyers Association
(MMLA).

William Mitchell College of Law, respectfully,' urges the administration of this law
school to immediately adopt and implement
the IO recommendations recently proposed
by the Minnesota Minority Lawyers Association (MMLA). They are as follows:
I. The execution of a consent decree with
the Minnesota Department of Human
Rights that William Mitchell College of Law
will not engage in racial discrimination,
sexual discrimination, or any of the other
prohibited discriminations under the Minnesota Human Rights.
2. An increase in the representation of
persons from the minority legal community
on the Executive Committee of the Board
of Trustees.
3. The creation of an Advisory Board
from the legal community, composed of
one-fourth (l / 4) persons from the minority
legal community, which will make periodic
inspections of William Mitchell College of
Law at least every two years, ari<l which
will focus upon race relations at the law
school and recommend affirmative actions
which William Mitchell should implement
to overcome its history and tendencies to
engage in discriminatory conduct. William
Mitchell will make the Advisory Board
inspection report available to the public.
4. Hiring an academic dean for· the
minority legal community.
5. An increase in the number of persons
hired from the minority community to serve
as administrative assistants and other
William Mitchell staff.
6. An increase in the number of full-time
minority faculty.
7. An increase in minority representation
on the William Mitchell Adjunct faculty.
8. The implementation of mandatory race
and gender relations sensitization programs
and seminars for the Board of Trustees,
Administrators, staff, faculty, and students.
9. The creation of additional minority
scholarships for the study of law.
10. The revision of the William Mitchell
Tenure Code consistent with the guidelines
and principles set forth in American
Association of University Professors
Recommended Regulations.

Racism Continued from Page 3
do n'ot comprehend by the teachings of my
family and community. So that there is no
mistake in what my family is, my family
is very liberal and are ardent supporters of
the rights of women and minorities, basically of all people. I am proud to be a
member of my family. My Great Aunt
Trivia, if you knew her whole. history, you
would understand was actually a very great
and laudable individual. God rest her soul.
She is no longer with us in body.
I leave it up to you to extract any meaning
from these stories, because I believe that
we all have such stories and the true meaning
in them is whatever we personally derive
from them.
II. THE SPECTER OF RACISM
Over a month ago our Nation celebrated
the birth of Martin Luther King. The
celebration was for many things, among
them what has been accomplished and what
more needs to be accomplished in the fight
against racism. William Mitchell College of
Law (WMCL) also had its own commemorating events which filled the Oppenheimer
Court room to standing room only and there
was not much standing room remaining
either. However, at WMCL racism has been
more than just a one day event of consciousness raising, the specter of racism is not
leaving us. We are frustrated, angry, and,
generally pissed off that such a divisive issue
will not go away. I suggest to you that it
will never go away until we as a society
constructively deal with it so that it no
longer exists and Wiliiam Mitchell must do
its part.
Thus, WMCL must implement constructive plans and policies so that we are less
the victims of racism, but the solution.
Consider how much more pleasant our
association with WMCL would be if the
internal and external perception of William
Mitchell was that it is one of the finest
examples of racial diversity for a Minnesota
law school. That William Mitchell provides
the best hope and opportunity for minorities
to learn law and be.come productive lawyers.
Consider the happy challenge of achieving
these goals and the pleasure in having to
live up to such a reputation if achieved. It

III. STUDENT REFERENDUM ON THE
MMLA PROPOSALS
The SBA by a 5 to 4 vote approved my
recommendation that they hold a student
referendum on the MMLA's proposals.
They, however, also agreed not to set a
referendum date until after there has been
at least another forum, hopefully with the
MMLA in attendance. My reason for
requesting the referendum was to give the
student body a means of expressing its
opinion and have this opinion clearly and
unequivocally communicated to the admins
istration. The way I see it, whatever the
outcome of this referendum at lease everyone will know what the student sentiment
really is. I also hope that the referendum
will focus debate and discussion about
racism at this institution on constructive
measures that this and any learning institution should engage in.
As you read over the MMLA points I
ask you to consider them solely on their
merits. Consider these proposals as if there
had never been any Peters or Haines suit
and all of their accommpanying baggage.
Do not have your judgment clouded by the
controversy that has surrounded William
Mitchell these past few years. The way I
see it, if these proposals by themselves make
sense, in whole or in part, then we should
start acting on them.
The referendum and the MMLA proposals are as follows: The student body of
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MAKING THE GRADE
FOR YOUR PEAK PERFORMANCE
"What If" You Worry
Editors note: Robert J. Kriegel,
Ph.D. - best selling author, former
All-American athlete, and mental
coach for Olympic and world class
athletes- lectures and consults with
major corporations worldwide on
peak performance, leadership and
strategies for dealing with change.
Kriegel recently took part in a national tour of college campuses
sponsored by the makers of Nuprin
Pain Reliever.
To remind you how to be a peak
performance thinker, Kriegel and
the makers of Nuprin have developed a "pocket coach,, of tips for
combating pressure and pain. For a
free copy of ihe Nuprin Pain Relief
Guide, write to Nuprin, P.O. Box
14160, Baltimore, MD 21268.
Worrying is the negative national
pastime. Everybody does it and very
few find it is a positive experience.
You don't think clearly or perform
well when you worry. Your main
focus is the worry, the fear of "What
might happen if. .. ," which overwhelms you, makes you feel depressed, reduces your energy, and
prevents you from getting your work
done.
College students are big worriers.

by Robert J. Kriegel, Ph.D.

That worry leads to stress and college students are very big on stress.
In fact, the Nuprin Pain Report, the
first national study on pain in America, documented that more people
18-24 are likely to suffer stress and
pain than any adult age gr.oup.
Most: of what we worry about is
out of our control. You can't control
other people's responses, a grade a
prof will give us, whether someone
will agree with us, what they think of
us, the weather, traffic, roommates,
money, how we look, grades, the
future. The more we worry about
things we can't control, the worse
everything gets.
Remember this rule of thumb:
You can't control other people or external situations. But you can control how well you prepare for and
respond to them. In other words,
you can control your inforrnatipn,
attitude and actions.
Worrying is made up of two
words: what if. "What if ... they ...
say no, ... I don't get the money,
... the professor assigns, ... the traffic ... The key to beating the worries
is to change the what if's to "if. ..
then's." "If they say no ... then I
will ... " "If I don't get the money
then I will ... '' Always change the

worry _to anticipation. Concentrating your energy on what you can
change, rather than dwelling on
things you can't control increases
your confidence and prepares you
for any situation.
This strategy was used by President Joho F. Kennedy. Before his
press conferences Kennedy and his
aides anticipated any possible question or situation that might arise and
developed answers for them.
Whether a reporter asked about the
Viet Nam War, the economy or civil
rights, Kennedy was prepai:ed.
Likewise, in a job interview, instead of worrying whether or not the
potential employer will ask about
your grades, anticipate that he or she
will. Then mentally list wins, accomplishments and qualifications that
your course grades might not reflect.
Get into the habit of anticipating
prior to any pressure situation,
whether it's an exam, an interview,
a date or a tennis serve. Make a
•'worry list'' then change each worry
(what it) to an anticipation (if ...
then). Leaving your worries behind
by focusing on what you can control
enable!. you to concentrate your
energy and perform at peak levels.

The Same T h i n g ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - continued from Page 4
ignorant of the problems. In the early I 980's
the college had serious difficulties with
sexual harassment and the OPINION in
October 1986 pondered " ... perhaps, could
the same thing happen again?" We now
know the answer to that question.
The school received a lot of negative press.
Along with the Haines litigation, racism and
sexism this had a real impact on both the
school and the students. The school not only
has an obligation to control media for
financial reasons, applicants equal$$$$, but
they have a responsibility to students who
go job hunting with a William Mitchell
degree. Soon, if one looks deep beyond the
embossed letters of our degrees, they may
be able to read the subtle etchings of
RACIST, SEXIST, CLASSIST, ELITIST,
AGEIST, HOMOPHOBIC law school. For
those going into corporate law this may be
a boost to careers, but what of the rest?
I was upset fall semester when a professor
started off on a humanistic, allegedly more
female than male, approach to dealing with
the law. I had come to learn the practice
of law ... well I did. I had never heard a
woman explain how perceptions are different and the difficulities of dealing in a
predominantly male profession. This is
probably the one lecture that I will
remember and carry into my legal career.
Perhaps, should this same lecture be given
to some of the administration?
While the college succeeded in looking
bad in the press, the problem is not as bad
overall as represented. There have been
times when people in class have felt that
anothers comment was racist or sexist.
Some of the people in class are racist and
sexist. Some are just insensitive.
What is the "proper" number of minorities for William Mitchell? The overall
minority population at William Mitchell for
1989 is 7%. Hamline and the U of M have
minority enrollments of 7% and 16%
respectively: Should William Mitchell and
Hamline strive for the lofty numbers of the
U or is there, perhaps, a logical reason for

the lower numbers?
One possible explanation is the difference
in tuition. While William Mitchell and
Hamline are around $10,000/year, the U is
less than half that cost. If minorities have
fewer resources such as scholarships, than
this would seem to allocate more minorities
to the public rather than the private learning
institutions.
The second possible explanation is the
national recruitment potential of the U over
the localized recruitment of William Mitchell and Hamline. If the goal is to be
representative of our recruitment area than
our minority population should be 4. 7% and
the U should have 19.6% minorities. Those
are the minority populations of the state
and the nation, respectively.
During a discussion with Dean Brooks
the question was whether the problem is the
LSAT, the school, or law itself.
Dean Brooks doesn't feel that the problem
is entirely with the school. The LSA T has
been a good indicator of first-year law
school success and there appears to be little
question but that nationally many minorities score lower. He attributes this to
differing backgro1.md and educational
experiences. Dean Brooks doesn't see the
LSA T and GP A as cutoffs but instead as
general tools to aid the admissions committee. The absolute cutoffs are law school
grades and the bar exam.
According to Dean Brooks minorities
benefit in the application process more than
caucasians. This will be viewed by some as
reverse discrimination. The truth is that we
need more minorities in law and to achieve
this we will need to reach above the minority
% of our recruitment area just to eventually
get the minority population in law representative of the whole of society.
The bottom line is twofold. (I) Our racial
situation is not as bad as the MMLA and
the media make it out to be. (2) This school
needs to learn a lesson or two. It has failed
two tests in the last five years (sexism and
racism suits). Learn from the mistakes and

correct that path for the future. Hopefully
no one will need to use a quote from my
article to make a point five years from now ...
MINORITY ADMISSIONS NUMBERS
Fall 87-Fall 89

1987
Applications Acceptances Actuals
SI
11
Black
27
Hispanic
22
II
3
Indian
6
2
3
18
II
Asian
3
4
Other
2
0
TOTAL
101
54
19
1988
Black
Hispanic
Indian
Asian
Other
TOTAL

42
22
4
14
2
84

IS
13
I
IO

l
40

6
6
I
2
0
15

1989
12
Black
50
23
Hispanic
21
16
7
Indian
8
5
3
34
20
Asian
6
I
I
I
Other
114
29
TOTAL
65
MINORITY ADMISSIONS
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
1987
TOTAL
120
64
24
1988
TOT AL
153
88
41
1989
TOTAL
236
97
41
CENSUS STATISTICS
UNITED STATES
TOTAL POPULATION (1987) 243,400,000
MINORITIES
47,720,000
MINNESOTA
TOTAL POPULATION (1985)
4,193,000
MINORITIES
196,400
• numbers obtained through student services, Ed Kawczynski, director of admissions for U of M law school, and the State
of Minnesota

Are Women
Bailing Out
of Legal Careers?
By John Murray
A recently published report by the
"Minnesota Women Lawyers" offers good
.news and bad news for anyone contemplating a future in the legal profession. "The
Career Paths of Minnesota Law School
Graduates" is the result of 503 in-depth
interviews with graduates of three Twin
Cities law schools. Cheryl Heilman, a
spokesperson for MWL said that because
of the the popular perception that women
are "bailing out" of the legal profession, the
group decided to find out how women's
career paths differed from those of men.
· The Wilder Research Center conducted
the study and concentrated on six different
areas: law school experience, first job,
succeeding jobs, present job, personal and
family issues, and priorities and goals. The
questions for the most part, dealt with
attitudes, motivations, expectations, and
experiences of the sample group. Heilman
said the findings of the study are significant
not only for what they reveal about the
differences between the male and female
graduates, but also for what they reveal
about the similarities.
Some of the conclusions:
I.) Most graduates are committed to the
profession: among women, 79 percent
practice law; among men 84 percent practice
law. Women are not abandoning the
profession.
2.) Job mobility is the norm: if present
trends continue, it appears likely that only
half of the new graduates from law school
will stay in their first jobs for more than
two years. Mobility rates are high for both
men and women; positive reasons were given
for the career moves.
3.) Women and men differ in types of
jobs: within the practice of law, women are
less likely to work in private firms, and are
more likely to work in government. However, women do not leave firms for other
types of employment with any greater
frequency than do men.
4.) Pay inequities exist: women clearly are
paid less than men, even within the same
graduation years and the same job
categories.
5.) While job satisfaction is high, so are
stress and personal conflict: high percentages of both the male and female graduates
are satisfied with their present jobs.
Nonetheless, many- feel that their careers
have had or do have negative effects.
6.) Women and men have different
motivations: men are more likely to cite
career development, rather than any other
factor; as a reason for changing jobs, and
are more likely to report income as an
important priority for selecting jobs.
Women, more often than men, cite personal/family reasons both for changingjobs
and for choosing a job outside of law.
7.) Discrimination affects women's
careers: over half of the women reported
experiencing discrimination in the workplace on the basis of sex. The discrimination
involved work assignments, pay, promotion, and sexual harassment. Fourteen
percent ofthe women outside of the practice
of law reported that discrimination had
influenced them not to practice.
Heilman said that the results of the study,
along with the results of the Minnesota
Gender Fairness Report are helpful not only
for consciousness raising, but also to help
groups like MWL effect change, by focusing
their attention on legitimate problem areas.
For further information about the study or
a copy of the full report, contact: Minnesota
Women Lawyers, Inc., 430 Marquette
Avenue, Suite 403B, Minneapolis, MN
55401. (612) 338-3205.

The Good Life
Continued from Page 3
The person needing your help may be in
such pain and the current situation for that
person may seem so bleak that it appears
nothing could possibly change for that
person.
But this need not be so. It can change.
And it will change. I know because I have
seen change happen. No matter what the
authorities or experts say, there is always
a way. Help does work, but help only works
if there is love and I believe that love helps
to show the way.
Public service is an organized way not
only to provide, but also to receive help.
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The people who can give help may be
waiting to be found or they themselves may
be out looking for help on behalf of someone
or something they believe in.
To perform public service, we need to
establish and nurture relationships with
these people in_ any number of settings, such
as the county welfare headquarters, a legal
services office, the golf course, a newspaper
reporter's car, or a grocery store.
And we need to know that the people
we find or those who find us need love just
as much as does the person needing help.

Empathy, diligence, enthusiasm, and support all speak of love and, given freely, make
possible effective helping efforts.
Finally, public service is also a productive
way to feel competent. I have gained
valuable professional and interpersonal
skills from my public service experiences
and I take pleasure from my achievements.
For example, a substantiated finding of
abuse of a child or vulnerable adult is
exhilerating after you learn the hard way
how to make an abuse report stick.
There is nothing like seeing a 41 year old
man sign the lease for his first apartment

after surviving 40 years of institutionalization, and knowing that, in a major way,
you helped make this moment possible.
A court order giving your client that relief
- or actually, the opportunity - you have
been struggling to obtain can be heaven on
earth after weeks, months, or years of
drudgery in the trenches of day-to-day
advocacy. And such pleasure is trebled as
we celebrate our success with everyone who
helped make it happen.
I enjoy public service. I believe you will
too.

Nasty
Habits
by Tamara Tegeler
Billy Joel: Stormfront
Billy Joel is a talented writer and
performer who doesn't need a video to give
his music meaning - something of a rarity
in current popular music. His latest effort,
Stormfront, reflects this and his desire to
"do it all" and do it well. Joel is famous
for his ballads, but wants it known that he
can rock with the best of them. Perhaps
this is why he dropped long-time producer
Phil Ramone and instead chose to cop.rod uce with Mick Jones, formerly of
Foreigner. The influence of Jones is obvious
in the more rock-oriented numbers, but it
is clear that Joel was still very much in
control.
We've all heard "We Didn't Start The
Fire" at least a 1,000 times thanks to top
40 overkill, but you've got to give Joel credit
for being innovative and clever. The song's
unconventional arrangement makes it stand
out and distinguish itself from other pop
fodder and grabs attention. One tends to
get over the initial disgust that "That's Not
Her Style" is about Christie Brinkley. The
drums, guitars, and harmonica along with
Joel's strained, gutteral vocals make this
song rock. Sound-wise, its in the same mode
as "A Matter Of Trust". In the current
single, "I Go To Extremes", Joel analyzes/
(apologizes for) his well known character
trait. The best part of this song (paradoxically) is in the last minute and a half when
Joel just lets loose on the piano and rips
it up - makes you wish he'd forget the song
and just let you listen to him jam. "The
Downeaster 'Alexa'", similar to 1982's
"Allentown", exposes a social concern,
without making us resent having to hear
about it, because it is expressed through
such a finely crafted story.Joel convincingly
tells the story in 1st person, with an
impassioned voice, accompanied by a
plodding beat and harried violin which
provides atmosphere, adding to the dimension of the lyrics.
It would be an understatement to say that
Joel excels at ballads and, unfortunately,
one of·ilis best;·~And ·so--It· Goes', will
probably be overlooked, The song closes the
album with just Joel and his piano plaintively, but resolutely, explaining his innermost feelings to a lover, who he fears may
soon leave him. The lyrics a:re a masterpiece
of metaphor and honest feeling. Giving an
excerpt of the lyrics wouldn't do them
justice. They have to be heard in their
entirety with the piano and tone of Joel's
voice for full effect. The empathy and
emotion this song creates is exhausting.
Stormfront is a collection of songs varied
in both music and vocal styles, yet still
cohesive as a whole. Joel is incredibly
versatile in his writing style and is advantaged by a voice that can change to meet
his demands. The common problem of a
"sound" getting old too fast is never a
concern with Joel's material.
Currently, Joel is touring. He has always
shown up in the Twin Cities before, its a
safe bet he'll be here soon. He's a dynamic
performer that :sounds great on studio
recordings, but he's ever better live. I
wouldn't miss it.
Erasure: Wild!
Wild! is not as dance-oriented as past
Erasure albums, but it employs the same
techniques: flowing harmonies of vocals,
lots of synthesizers, and emphasis on the
beat. It won't disappoint old listeners, but
new listeners should definitely seek out the
older tunes to give them some perspective
on how the duo has evolved (and get some
good music).
Erasure is comprised of Andy Bell and
Vince Clarke. Clarke was a founding
member of Depeche Mode and Yz of the
duo Yaz (Yazoo in Britain) before he moved
on to from Erasure around 1985. Erasure
is definitely a descendent of Depeche Mode
and Yaz, if you're familiar with these two
predecessors, you have an idea of what type
of sound to expect from Erasure.
Erasure's music is unique in that it likes
to be dance/ club music and also have
dramatic vocals that tackle meaningful
lyrics, a sound you don't expect to compliment a beat heavy_and generally simplistic
type of music, but it works surprisingly well.
Generally, the music (which is largely a
product of synthesizers) has incredible depth
in its sound, as if it were in thick layers.
"Drama!" has already hit the top of the
dance charts in both the U.K. and the U.S.
"Blue Savannah", a soft love song with a

sad tone is a strange choice for a video and
is currently being played on MTV. "How
Many Times" is a sullen offering lamenting
life's problems: "How many times will I
regret the chances taken? Why do I end up
the one who is mistaken?" "Star" whips up
the pace and has a fast talking bridge that
you'll want to sing along with right away,
but it will take a while to get the words
down. "La Gloria" keeps the beat going with
a fun Spanish flavor of sound and story
about a bad "girl" in a red dress having
fun "the likes of which we'll never know."
"You Surround Me" is a love song with a
languid feel and interesting lyrics beyond
'oh baby I love you' redundancy. "Brother
and Sister" is a dance track with dark lyrics
about family relationships and alienation:
"Round and round, the boy in the garden
of lies and science fiction ... Pretend we 're a
family and try to beieve in the virtues of
truth". "2,000 Miles" is a great dance track
with repetitive lyrics about a guy proclaiming how happy he is that his lover is gone.
Listen for Blondie's "Heart of Glass" at the
end-amusing. "Crown of Thorns" has
intriguing, complex lyrics about England
and the country's status as it faces a crisis
- you tell me when you figure it out: "Fire
of the sun. Flowers crumble into dust. The
seed shall scatter and die. Light in her eyes.
Pours black on their lives. We gather round
a funeral pyre. And here we stand in old
England's land. Shattered glass on the
ground. There are no words to console this
earth. To restore old England's pride ... The
rose is choked by its thorn. She will cast
salt for your wound. Old England wears no
crown."
Wild! is a slick combination of melodic
. music and ambiguous lyrics with definite
meaning. The quality of songs range from
strong dance tracks to melancholy ballads.
To think that you can dance and examine
your life and values at the same time! Not
for novices.
THE THE: MIND BOMB
Matt Johnson brings back the same
dominant themes for The The's third album,
Mind Bomb: lush to sparse, but always
imposing, serious rock with intense philosophical lyrics. The lyrics portray the black,
hideous nature of man. His depression,
despair, pain, anguish, .hatred, ·and love.
Johnson explores the deepest questions of
humanity through topics such as: religion,
war, freedom, oppression; prejudice, and
injustice, expressed in a very pessimistic
tone. His answers to the philosophical
questions about the nature of man are
totally negative. He dwells on the "forces
of darkness that suppress the spirit of man"
and exposes the futility of idealism. This
is not a party album. It is an album to listen
to alone and think about. Eerie is often a
very good description for the overall quality
of The The's work.
Speaking for The The's work as a whole,
it is very listenable music when you're not
attentive to the lyrics. So, don't get the
wrong idea about The The. Johnson is not
without his particular brand of "humor."
His humor focuses on irony and making
fun of idealistic concepts and naivete. On
"Armageddon Days Are Here Again."
Johnson sings:
"No. God won't remind us what we
already know. That the human race
is about to reap what its sown. The
world is on its elbows and knees. Its
forgotten the message and worships
the creeds."
This song's introduction is also one of
the f~nniest things heard in years. It mimics
the beginning of Sweet's "Ballroom Blitz,"
replacing the band members' names with
Jesus, Mohammed, and Buddha. This very
sly and obscure humor is not wasted on
those old enough, sick enough, or brave
enough to admit remembering and/ or liking
Sweet. On "Violence of Truth," Johnson
attacks racism and apathy. On "The Beaten
Generation," he reprimands the human race
for lapsing into an orwellian society: "You
may be worshipping the temples of Mammon or lost in the prisons of religion but
can you still walk back to happiness when
you've nowhere left to run." On "August
and September," the song's character, who
has a possessive obsession with his lover,
asks 'What kind of man am I,' in describing
his abusive relationship with a woman. The
whole album deals with very strong, serious
subject matter. It's doubtful Johnson would
have anything else.
The tonal quality of Johnson's voice
ranges from whisper speak and emotive
rasps to full gutteral roars, similar to Billy
Idol. The structure of the songs are not of
the typical verse and chorus arrangement.
The The is resolute, atypical, and intriguing.
The The is by no means tame, repetitive,
pop-fodder. If you're easily offended by
brutal truth and attacks on religion, don't
buy this album.

appears to be on the rise, with a coach and
General Manager who have a grasp of
hockey talent, that is moving because the
seats in the Met Center aren't cushy enough
for the trio o' twits running the show.
If we do lose the Stars, it won't be long
before professional hockey returns. A
Minnesota without hockey would have to
be a prime market for NHL expansion.
So go if you want to, and please enjoy
the California sun and those bitchin' hockey
fans for which Oakland is famous.

Armchair
Opinions
by Dave Driscoll
it's the prod1Jct, not the package
The Met Center is a lot like the house
on top of the hill in the Psycho trilogy. It's
really not a bad place, it's the inhabitants
that make it a nightmare. In fact, the Met
Center's ghoulish renters make Norman
Bates and Mother look like the AllAmerican family.
The Gund brothers and Lou N anne say
it's time to leave Minnesota, citing the "poor
condition" of the Met Center as a determining factor in the decision to leave. Unless
the Sports Facilities Commission comes up
with a paltry $15 million, the move to
Oakland "what the hell is hockey" California seems to be a done deal.
According fo the terrible trio, a facelift
of the Met Center will increase interest in
North Star's hockey and help the Star's
sickly season ticket base. Let's ponder that
reasomng.
Maybe mega-businessmen like the Gunds
and Sweet Lou and his Jaguar can afford
to pay $23.50 a game to sit in a spiffy new
arena, but I would go out on a limb and
say that most fans go to the arena to watch
the game, not to the game to look at the
arena. As far as actually watching the game,
there is really not a "bad" seat at the Met.
Sure, people might go out one game
during the course of a season to see "the
new building," witness the Dome. However,
if the ultimate goal is to have a consistent
draw, why not work to improve the product,
not the package. This brings us to the second
issue.
The North Stars are not a bad hockey
team. They are entertaining, especially at
home. They have improved over the last few
seasons, despite a series of blown trades and
utterly disgusting draft choices.
Pierre Page and Jack Ferrera have infused
consistency in personnel decisions, and even
though the Stars have bad nights, the team
is playing more consistent hockey (even on
the road where their record is less than
remarkable).
So what are. we left with? A. team that

Superbowl Surprise?
The only thing worse than watching Joe
Montana carve the Denver defense into
pathetic little pieces, was the nagging reality
that the Vikings will never make it to the
Superbowl unless they can beat the 49ers.
In fact, the Vikings should send thank
you notes to the 'Niners for their merciful
treatment of the Yikes in the playoffs.
What else is going on ...
For those of you torn between a career
in DWI defense work and representation
of professional athletes, at least you 're living
in the right state. May I suggest an office
·near the 494 strip (although business may
go down since T.K. was left unprotected).
ln the last issue of The Opinion, l
predicted that the T-Wolves would win five
of their first 30 games (a prediction made
three games into the season). I was wrong,
the Wolves 6-24.
With sincere apologies to my good friend
in section two, l would like to mention the
upcoming charity hockey game between
William Mitchell and Hamlin's law school.
The game is Saturday, March 3, and
proceeds from the game will go to the MakeA-Wish Foundation. WMCL walked away
with the Res lpsa Cup last year, and this
year's team is even stronger.
It was once said that "in life, even if your
on the right track, you'll get run over if you
just stand there." Is it me, or are the
Minnesota Twins living proof? The Twins
were World Champions in 1987, drew over
three million fans in 1988, and over two
million in 1989. The whole time, free-agent
after free agent migrated to the other clubs
in the American League West. Unless the
Twinkies (sorry Lombo, we can calf the
Twins that again) do something to help their
sorry pitching staff, we will spend the
summer looking up at Kansas City, Oakland, California, and maybe even Texas
(ouch!).
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Ann Slanders
Continued from Page 5
- Constitutional Rights. Memo writing is
the quintessential embodiment of your fist
amendment rights.
Now, assuming I have persuaded you th~t
your destiny is in memos (just as Dustm
Hoffman's was in plastics in what classic
film?), here is a checklist of requirements
for a perfect memo.
CHECKLIST FOR MEMO WRITING
vituperative epithets..__(must include at least two)
pejorative hyperbole_(Preferred by the intellegensia
unsubstantiated rumoL(For the novice writers, but
loved by us all)
dogmatic divisiveness.._(Our personal favorite it's downright addictive!)

Now, although it is highly unlikely taht
writing a memo won't solve your problem,
there are some more drastic measures you
could take if you "Can't get
no ... satisfaction." You could:
I) Conduct a study. Don't be alarmed,
conducting a study is merely the process of
assembling a collection of memos with the
endorsement of a group. Scientific methodology is not required, nor are credentials
of any sort. You too can do it in the
convenience of your own home.
2) Make recommendations. First on your
list of recommendations should be the
formation of task group to study The Study.
This task group can have meetings; take
minutes; drink coffee; form subcommittees;
generate paper; and occupy the time and
effort of countless individuals for hours and
hours.
3) Publish the study of your study. This

garners support for your cause as well as
attracting attention to your keen humanitarian tendencies. We all know you're doing
this for the good of us all, not just because
you expect some personal gain.
4) Petition for a student referendum to
support your study. These are really fun.
It gives the students a chance to vote abo?t
a subject on which they are completely 111
informed because they were too busy doing
their class work to study your study!
There - that wasn't so bad now was it?
Just remember, if your grades don't come
up soon, don't worry, just write .Y<:>Ur
prospective employer a memo explammg
the situation. They11 understand.
From the Until. We Meet Again Department
Because this is the first Ann Slander
Column, we would appreciate any, questions, comments, suggestions and requests
for advice. These must be limited to the
printable and will, of course be confidential.
We also intend to cover the social scene,
or Jack thereof, so please feel free to let us
in on any hot gossip, or harmless sleazy smut
as is appropriate. (Keep iri mind our
repressed Catholic upbringings in determining the appropriateness of your communications.) If you have a topic you think Ann
Slander should address, leave it in the
Opinion mail box in the Communication
Center, C/0 Ann Slander.
From the Legal (a.k.a. - CYA) Department
The characters and ideas expressed in this
article are complete fabrications and any
resemblance to persons living or dead is
purely coincidental and unintentional.
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With West'S Summer Associate Program

S

TRAINING SESSIONS

uccess as a summer associate doesn't just .
happen. You've got to prepare for it. That's
why you need West's FREE Summer Associate
Program.
It will strengthen your research skills by
training you in the most powerful research
tools available: WESTLAW®and West books.
With this firm foundation, you'll be ready to
tackle complicated, challenging issues when
you join your firm. And West will be there all
summer long to help with research problems.

DATES
Saturday,
February 24
Monday,
February 26
Tuesday,
February 27
Wednesday,
February 28

TIMES
10:00 am
11:00 am
6:30 pm
7:30 pm
6:30 pm
7:30 pm
6:30 pm
7:30 pm

PLACE:

Library

To participate costs nothing
but the benefits are immense!
CALL TO RESERVE
YOUR PIACE NOW 228-2737
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